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Focus (High-Level)

ayu ecosystem - at the intersection of Learning and Web 3.0…

Learning Web 3.0 

Objective: Make every kid and every young adult in the world 
Financially Literate
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• Financial Illiteracy is an epidemic

• A recent survey by S&P Global showed that financial literacy 
rates across most of the world are under 50%

• 63%+ of us live paycheck-to-paycheck, with no savings to 
cover emergency expenses

• 41%+ of adults wish they were more financially literate and 
could teach their kids the same

• Financial illiteracy is a multi-generational 
issue

o If parents don’t know how to manage money, they can’t
teach their kids

o Schools don’t teach financial literacy.

o Thus, kids have no way of becoming financially literate
and can't break out of this multi-generational “debt trap”

• Realizing the above, 25 of the 50 US states have now 
mandated financial literacy education in their schools

The Challenge
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Our Solution: ayu ecosystem

Learn

ayu is a kids-focused L2E ecosystem that introduces, enables and incentivizes
financial literacy and money management for kids in a fun way

Give

Shop

Invest

1
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• Take quizzes, play games and earn tokens; get tokens 
as “gifts” from friends/family

• Financial Literacy curriculum organized by age

• Community-led governance via a DAO; goal is to own 
and operate the most relevant financial literacy-
focused DAO

• NFTs as “certificates” for completing lessons

• Donate to a charity

• Create early habit of giving back

• Use ayuTokens to shop for specific items

• Transfer ayuTokens to other wallets

• Invest in traditional as well as crypto assets

• Crypto staking
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Age Focus

YEARS YEARS

• Parents or teachers sign-up kids

• Courses structured by grade starting 
with grade one

• Special courses for “accelerated 
leaners”

Kids (Under 16) Young Adults (16+)

• Individuals' sign-up without adult 
involvement

• Courses structured by subject/module 
– basic to advanced
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Digital Machinery

10K+ Followers on 
social platforms

https://t.me/ayucoinkids
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ayukids/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ayukids/
https://www.facebook.com/ayu.ecosystem
https://ayu.technology/
https://twitter.com/ayuecosystem
https://t.me/ayucoinkids
https://www.reddit.com/user/Ayucoin/
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Token Supply and Allocation

Founder Tokens
7%

Marketing and Tech
10%

Rewards for Kids
8%

Private Sale
5%

Public Sale
70%

Tokens (1 Billion in Percentages)

Founder Tokens Marketing and Tech Rewards for Kids Private Sale Public Sale
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Our Ultimate Vision

Anna wants to go to college. She looks up the college website to see how much her tuition would cost. The

college site says that her tuition payment is “XXX USD or YYY ayuTokens”. She is glad to see that the ayuTokens

that she earned/bought a few years ago can now be used to pay her tuition. Over the years, the value of her

investment has risen as she has received multiple rewards and some portion of the supply has been burned. The

ayu ecosystem enables her to do this.

Sara is very passionate about the community. She wants to give back to causes she is passionate about. She

wants to do this on a one-off basis, as well as have an auto-mechanism where she can give back a specific

portion of the tokens she earns. The Give platform will allow her to do it.

Ryan wants to diversify his portfolio (as everyone should) and wants to leverage his ayuTokens for yield farming

as well as to invest directly into traditional financial instruments. He uses Invest to yield farm as well as directly

buy stocks, bonds, and/or any other types of financial instruments.

Sam likes to shop. His earnings come from the pocket money he makes, but he also makes “money” by playing

video games and/or going to gaming parlors like Chucky Cheese. Through Shop, he will now have the option of

earning ayuTokens instead of “Chucky cheese tickets” (or equivalent) when he plays and wins at a gaming parlor.

He will then be able to use Shop to use these ayuTokens to shop on several other sites that are integrated with

the Shop platform. More interestingly, he will also be able to use these same ayuTokens on Give, or Invest (as

above). So, what he once won or “earned” at a gaming parlor can now to used to pay for his tuition, or to help

underprivileged kids in the developing world.

Enable every critical touch-point where kids & finance intersect.
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Beyond Financial Literacy

• While our focus, for now, will be on Financial Literacy, we believe 

that what we are trying to build can extend far beyond just 

Financial Literacy

• One of our community moms told us that we should think about 

how to build an educational platform that comprehensively 

educates on topics that are either not taught properly in schools or 

not taught at all. E.g., Relationships, Mental Health, Environment, 

Nutrition, etc.

• Since this idea came from one of our followers, we would be very 

open to seeing people from our community lead the growth in 

these other areas
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